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Jennifer Lawrence

The Hunger Games star on fame, pratfalls and her new tradition with Dad
Like her courageous alter ego Katniss role that made her a box-office
Everdeen in The Hunger Games: Catching Fire, Jennifer Lawrence has seen her
celebrity skyrocket. At 23, the actress
has already won an Oscar for Silver
Linings Playbook and now is back in the

champ. Here, the always charming
star catches up with Hello! Canada.
Katniss now has a certain celebrity. Can you relate? In Catching
Fire, Katniss returns to District 12
where she grew up. She still wants
to be part of them but everyone
treats her like a celebrity, and
that’s not necessarily what you
want. I love acting and I don’t
know what else I’d be doing, but
my life is different now. It’s sad to
see some things change that I wasn’t
ready to see change.
You had to wear a wedding dress in
the new film. How did that go? If you
remember from the Oscars, I’m not
good with staircases and big dresses! I
still fell a lot in it!
Are you saying you’re a bit of a
klutz? We were doing a water
stunt where I had to dive in
the water with all these jet
streams around. One of them
hit right into my ear and I
was deaf for a few days.
On the plus side, you must be
good with a bow and arrow!
When I did the first Hunger
Games, I brought an archery
set to my family’s farm. My
dad and I have started a new
tradition where he drinks

Jennifer sports her
new pixie do (left)
and as Katniss in
Catching Fire.

beers and puts the cans on the fence,
and then I knock them off with my
new-found archery prowess.
Growing up in Kentucky, did you want
to be an actress? I wanted to be a travel
agent. But I loved telling stories and
when dad moved his office into our
home, I saw it as an opportunity to
perform for hours. “Here Dad, now
I’m going to make sure you don’t get
any work done while you watch my
shows.” [My desire to act] was there all
along! Besides, I’m a Leo and I love
attention – from the right people.

The new movie
Delivery Man is a
Hollywood remake
of Quebec film
Starbuck in which
a sperm donor
finds out he has
533 offspring. Its
leading man, Vince
Vaughn, also has
Canadian ties.
His mother is from
Hamilton, Ont., and
in 2010, the actor
married Calgary
realtor Kyla Weber,
with whom he has
two young children.
“You’re ready for
your life to be
about other
people,” says the
former man about
town, 43, of his
life as a husband
and father.

In December you’ll be seen in American Hustle with Bradley Cooper. Was
it fun reuniting with him? He’s like a
brother. Now, having now done three
movies together, we don’t have to get
to know each other all over again.
REPORT: ASHLEY COLLIE
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To play rebellion leader
Alma Coin in the final two
instalments – the first comes out
Nov. 2014 – Julianne had to
dye her signature auburn
locks silver-grey.

PHILIP
SEYMOUR HOFFMAN
As new game maker Plutarch
Heavensbee, Philip returns to
blockbuster movie territory
for the first time since
Mission: Impossible III.

AMANDA PLUMMER

The Pulp Fiction actress,
daughter of Canadian acting
legend Christopher Plummer,
is Wiress, a tribute nicknamed
“Nuts” by her Hunger Games
competitors.

NOV. 19 WE’RE THE MILLERS Jennifer Aniston and Jason Sudeikis 2 GUNS Denzel Washington and
Mark Wahlberg THE WORLD’S END Simon Pegg and Nick Frost THE TO-DO LIST Aubrey Plaza and
Rachel Bilson PARANOIA Harrison Ford and Liam Hemsworth CRYSTAL FAIRY Michael Cera
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